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Inquiring Minds topic - 13 November 2015 

Al Kaplan, Moderator 

WHAT’S WITH SOCIAL SECURITY TOMORROW? 

 

Social Security was enacted some 80 years ago on August 14, 1935. The Act was drafted 
during President Franklin D. Roosevelt's first term by the President's Committee on Economic 
Security, under Frances Perkins, and passed by Congress as part of the New Deal.  
 
The Act was an attempt to limit what were seen as dangers in the modern American life, 
including old age, poverty, unemployment, and the burdens of widows and fatherless 
children.  
 
The initial legislation has undergone numerous revisions since, and has had many problems 
in its implementation as described in the two articles from the media, enclosed after this 
introduction. 
 
The questions of rationale for and necessity of the existence of the program today should be 
addressed before we further consider problems in implementation of the program. 
 
Do the dangers of old age, poverty, unemployment, and the burdens of widows and fatherless 
children warrant the protection of the Social Security system today, as was felt in the 30’s? 
Does the need for retirement assistance or disability protection, as was contemplated in 
subsequent changes and revisions continue to necessitate the law? 
 
If we agree that the Social Security system and its payments continue their validity, then we 
must try to understand and attempt correction of its financial problems. 
 
Firstly, why is the system in financial distress now??? 
Two basic reasons are suggested for your discussion and consideration… 
 

1. Monies placed in the so called “Lockbox” for social security were used by Congress 
for other purposes. 
 

2. With longer life spans of recipients and more recipients receiving payments, the 
needed monies are insufficient. 

 
 
A Second consideration is that anticipated monies into the system for future payments will be 
far insufficient for future payout.. why? 
 

1. The number of recipients will continue to increase because people  
      are living longer, and there are more recipients. 
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2. Inflation adjustments built into the system are increasing the payments beyond 
expectations. 

 
 
If we accept the propositions offered, then how can the Social Security system be fixed to 
cope with the present monetary deficit, and the anticipated deficit? 
 

1 Start payments to individuals at a later age. 
 
2 Adjust payments downward according to income level of recipient. 
 
3 Presently, Social Security Withholding from a working individual stops at a certain 

level(presently $118,500.oo per annum). Increase the limit, or remove it entirely. 
 

4 Presently the % paid into the system per employee (by employee and/or employer) is 
limited to 12.4%. This limit could be substantially increased. 

 
5 Potential payments to recipients are increased by an inflationary component. This 

could be decreased or removed. 
 

6 As mentioned previously, monies in the Social security “Lockbox,” was appropriated 
by Congress for other purposes, and replaced by Bonds owed to the system. These 
monies could be replaced by Congress. 

 
7 Monies in the system could be invested in the open market with a potentially larger 

return. 
 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
 

New York Times, Tara Siegel Bernard .... October, 16, 2015 
 
Sara Moore, 81, lives on $984 a month in Social Security payments. Sally Ryan for The New York Times  

At 81, Sara Moore still occasionally drives five blocks to the grocery store in her 1993 Buick, which her son had painted 
pink for breast cancer awareness. She is a survivor. 

She also survives on a Social Security check of just $984 a month. After rent and cable television, she said her largest 
expense was food. She hunts for specials, like the 10 frozen Lean Cuisine dinners she recently bought for $10. Fresh 
fruits and vegetables are a splurge, but she said she skips extras like ice cream. 

“I just manage,” said Ms. Moore, of Chicago, who was a certified nursing assistant before her cancer was diagnosed in 
2001. After all her monthly bills are paid — she also receives food deliveries from a local pantry — she has roughly $50 
left. 

Like Ms. Moore, millions of retirees rely heavily on modest checks from Social Security. The average monthly benefit is 
$1,337, and about 64 percent of beneficiaries older than 65 receive at least half of their income from the program, 
according to the Social Security Administration. For nearly half of unmarried beneficiaries, it accounts for a whopping 90 
percent of income. 

With the race for the 2016 presidential nominations well underway, candidates have begun floating proposals to shore up 
the program’s finances. For years, most of the plans that have been offered to ensure that the self-financing program can 
support itself have relied largely on cutting benefits. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/social_security_us/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/social_security_us/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
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But now Democrats like Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont and the former Maryland governor Martin O’Malley are trying 
to reverse the usual conversation, calling for an expansion of the program by requiring higher-income workers to pay 
more in payroll taxes, the dedicated tax stream that pays for the benefits. 

In contrast, most Republicans, adamantly opposed to any tax increases, continue to offer proposals that focus on cutting 
benefits, in ways that critics say could harm the most vulnerable retirees, while doing little to overcome the system’s 
financial imbalance. 

“Americans are living longer,” Gov. Chris Christie of New Jersey, who is seeking the Republican nomination, said in a 
campaign speech in April in New Hampshire. “This is something to celebrate but, at the same time, we can’t ignore the 
real effect that has on Social Security.” 

In the same speech, Mr. Christie called for gradually raising the retirement age for future retirees, a change championed 
by several other Republican candidates, including former Gov. Jeb Bush and Senator Marco Rubio. both of Florida. 

But not everyone is living longer. Average life expectancies have grown in the last century, but better-paid, better-
educated people tend to live longer than people who earn less. And the gap between them has grown over time, a 
recent report has shown. In fact, life expectancy has declined slightly for lower earners. 

“I have never been a fan of raising the retirement age,” said Peter Orszag, a former budget director for President Obama, 
who recently wrote a congressionally mandated report on Social Security for the National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering and Medicine. 

“Anyone who is making the argument that we should raise the retirement age because of an increase in the life 
expectancy — that argument, I think, is fundamentally misguided and misleading,” Mr. Orszag said. “The average is 
masking quite different patterns depending where you are on the income distribution.” 

Each year the “full” retirement age is raised translates into a benefit cut of nearly 7 percent for future retirees who are 
affected. The full retirement age is already scheduled to rise from 66 to 67 — for people born after 1959 — which will hold 
down benefits for that group. 

Consider an individual who would receive a full benefit of $2,000 a month at age 67 under current law. She would receive 
$1,600 a month at age 67 if the full retirement age were raised to 70, according to the Center on Budget and Policy 
Priorities. Instead of receiving $2,480 at age 70 under current law, she would have to wait until 70 to get $2,000. 

The fact that people are living longer is not the main reason the Social Security Trust Fund is expected to be depleted 
by 2034, when incoming payroll taxes may only be enough to pay 79 percent of promised benefits. According to the 
Social Security Administration, the increase in longevity accounts for 20 percent of the program’s long-term shortfall. 

The most significant issue, according to Stephen C. Goss, the agency’s chief actuary, is that fewer workers are paying 
taxes into the program — given a lower birthrate — while more retirees are collecting their checks. 

Though presidential candidates from opposing parties have starkly different approaches to closing that gap, most 
Americans, across the ideological spectrum, are opposed to any further benefit reductions, according to a Pew 
Research Center poll last year. Over all, more than two-thirds said that benefit cuts should not be an option. And 
majorities in every group, including nearly 59 percent of “consistently conservative” individuals, agreed. 

Aware of the public opposition to cuts in Social Security, Governor Christie has emphasized a feature of his plan that 
eliminates benefits for the wealthiest Americans, arguing that will help ensure the program’s survival for younger workers. 
But many of his proposals amount to a series of cuts that do little to improve the program’s more immediate solvency 
issues, according to an analysis by the Urban Institute. 

“The Christie proposal does nothing to help Social Security’s solvency problems before 2034, when current law trust fund 
balances are projected to be depleted,” said Karen Smith, a senior fellow at the Urban Institute, who ran the analysis. “His 
proposal reduces program revenue and does not reduce benefits enough soon enough to make Social Security solvent.” 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/05/01/us/elections/bernie-sanders.html?inline=nyt-per
http://martinomalley.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/OMalley-Retirement-Security.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/06/30/us/elections/chris-christie.html?inline=nyt-per
http://www.upstreammail.com/t/r-E3ABB2657046F1412540EF23F30FEDED
http://www.upstreammail.com/t/r-E3ABB2657046F1412540EF23F30FEDED
http://topics.nytimes.com/your-money/retirement/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/gop-primaries/243556-bush-retirement-age-should-be-68-or-70
http://www.rubio.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2014/5/rubio-proposes-retirement-security-reforms-at-national-press-club
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/19015
http://topics.nytimes.com/your-money/retirement/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/19015
http://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/1-11-11socsec.pdf
http://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/1-11-11socsec.pdf
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/OACT/TR/2015/tr2015.pdf
http://www.ssa.gov/oact/actuaries/organization.html
http://www.people-press.org/2014/06/12/section-4-political-compromise-and-divisive-policy-debates/
http://www.people-press.org/2014/06/12/section-4-political-compromise-and-divisive-policy-debates/
https://d70h9a36p82zs.cloudfront.net/Ccpres2016/base/assets/1-0-1/production/Chris-Christie-EntitlementReform.pdf
http://www.urban.org/research/publication/can-social-security-be-solvent/view/full_report
http://www.urban.org/author/karen-e-smith
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It would help lower costs for future generations, in part by gradually raising the full retirement age by two months a year, 
beginning in 2022, until it reaches 69. Governor Christie would also gradually increase the early retirement age to 64 from 
62, which is when retirees can now begin claiming benefits at a reduced rate. Separately, to encourage older people to 
work longer, he would eliminate payroll taxes for those over age 62. 

His plan also introduces a means test: Future retirees with retirement income of more than $80,000 — outside of Social 
Security benefits — would receive lower benefits on a sliding scale, with benefits phasing out altogether for those with 
$200,000 or more. Critics, however, say that move would save very little money, while threatening the broad appeal of the 
program. 

“We should worry about turning a program that has gotten its strength from being a program that everyone pays into and 
gets benefits out of into a welfare program,” said Joan Entmacher, vice president for family economic security at the 
National Women’s Law Center. Besides, she added, “you can’t get much savings out of means-testing Social Security 
unless you go after the middle class.” 

Lastly, Governor Christie would slow the growth of beneficiaries’ monthly checks, which rise with inflation so that retirees 
maintain their purchasing power. He would adopt an inflation measure that is projected to rise about 0.3 percentage points 
slower each year. 

But retiree advocates and other specialists, including some conservatives who want to shave benefits, say the hurt the 

most vulnerable retirees, because they would feel a tighter pinch as they aged. 

“If we are going to cut Social Security benefits, and I think we should, I want to cut for the younger retirees who can work 
longer,” said Andrew Biggs, resident scholar of the American Enterprise Institute and a former principal deputy 
commissioner at the Social Security Administration. “Not those who are older and can’t.” 

Senator Sanders’s proposal takes the opposite approach; it would increase retirees’ monthly checks. His plan, which 
would make the trust fund solvent through 2065, would raise payroll taxes on higher-earning households. Now, 
employees owe payroll taxes of 6.2 percent of their income — their employers pay another 6.2 percent — up to the 
current cap of $118,500 in earnings. 

At first, the Sanders plan would not apply payroll taxes to earnings between $118,500 and $250,000, but it would apply to 
earnings above that amount. Since the payroll cap generally rises over time with average wages, the payroll tax would 
apply to all earned income within about 18 years. He also calls for adding a separate 6.2 percent tax on investment 
income for single tax filers with income exceeding $200,000 (or $250,000 for married couples filing jointly). 

The extra revenue would pay for raising benefits by roughly $65 a month, as well as for a more generous cost-of living 
adjustment: He would peg benefits to a new measure of inflation where benefits are estimated to rise about 0.2 
percentage points more each year than they do now. 

“Sanders’s proposals for Social Security certainly go in the right direction and are actually quite mainstream since experts 
are now considering strengthening and expanding the system,” said Teresa Ghilarducci, a labor economist, professor and 
commissioner for the Bipartisan Policy Center’s retirement security initiative, which is studying the effects of changes to 
the program. “This is certainly not the time to reduce Social Security benefits.” 

What would it take to simply preserve the program as is? Raising the payroll tax by three percentage points, to 15.4 
percent from 12.4 percent — or 1.5 percentage point for workers and employers — would shore up the system for the 
next 75 years, according to Ms. Smith of the Urban Institute. Or immediately eliminating the cap on earnings — that is, 
taxing all income above $118,500, as the Medicare levy does — would close about 88 percent of the shortfall. 

For retirees like Ms. Moore who have little savings and no pension, Social Security is the last leg of the retirement stool to 
lean on. “If I didn’t have Social Security,” she said, “I would be doing a whole lot worse.” 

 
== 
 
 

http://www.ssa.gov/planners/retire/retirechart.html
http://www.nwlc.org/profile/joan-entmacher
https://www.aei.org/scholar/andrew-g-biggs/
http://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/BSanders_20150323.pdf
http://www.sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/sanders-calls-on-congress-to-strengthen-and-expand-social-security
http://www.ssa.gov/policy/docs/policybriefs/pb2011-02.html
http://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/AWI.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/f/federal_budget_us/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://teresaghilarducci.org/
http://www.newschool.edu/facultyexperts/faculty.aspx?id=23900
http://bipartisanpolicy.org/commission-on-retirement-security-and-personal-savings/
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/f/federal_budget_us/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.ssa.gov/oact/solvency/provisions/payrolltax.html#E1
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/health/diseasesconditionsandhealthtopics/medicare/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier
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Rates keep rising and income goes down - - NY Times.. October 18, 2015 

THERE WAS practically no inflation over the past year, which means that 60 million people living on Social Security won’t 
be getting an annual inflation adjustment in their benefits. You’d think that’s a good-news story, or at least a neutral one — 
what’s not to like about older Americans essentially holding steady economically?  

Alas, due to a little-known law, this seemingly benign situation is actually creating a bit of havoc elsewhere in the federal 
entitlement system, specifically in Medicare. In years when Social Security beneficiaries get no inflation bump, their 
Medicare premiums can’t go up — except for roughly a third of retirees, who must shoulder all of the burden of rising 
costs. Consequently, about 15 million seniors are looking at premium spikes of up to 50 percent for Part B, the program 
that covers outpatient care. A typical increase would be from about $105 per month to $159, according to a Congressional 
Research Service report. And older Americans are howling in protest, to a Congress that’s already having trouble meeting 
deadlines regarding the budget and the federal debt ceiling.  

The first step in thinking about this problem is to keep it in perspective. Yes, a 50 percent increase is abrupt, 
but all seniors would have faced a 15 percent increase if Social Security benefits had received an inflation adjustment. 
What’s more, about a third of those facing a premium spike are either high-income retirees, who may appropriately be 
expected to pay more, or brand-new enrollees, who aren’t really being hit with an increase because they weren’t in the 
program before. (Welcome to Medicare, guys!) About two-thirds of the affected population are elderly poor people for 
whom Medicaid pays Medicare benefits; in their case, what we’re really looking at is a major shifting of costs to the states, 
which would have to pay about $2.3 billion extra. 

Three principles should guide Congress in considering a fix. First, in a situation in which everyone was expecting a 15 
percent premium increase, no one now slated to pay more is entitled to a zero increase, especially not better-off seniors 
who can reasonably pay more. Second, the poorest beneficiaries, who are the majority of those affected, should be 
protected. And third, the entire cost of the fix — $7.5 billion, assuming that Congress does, in fact, limit the increase for 
the 15 million seniors to 15 percent — should be paid for with offsets elsewhere in the budget, preferably from other 
health-care programs. This glitch is no reason to dip into Medicare’s reserve fund, as some have suggested. 

As it happens, President Obama’s last budget recommended a phased-in increase in Part B deductibles for new 
beneficiaries, starting in 2019, which would save $7 billion all by itself. Adopting a change like that could help pay for a fix, 
while giving Medicare a measure of what it really needs: structural reform. 

 
 
= 

http://www.fool.com/retirement/general/2015/01/17/the-average-american-gets-social-security-compare.aspx
http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44224.pdf
http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R44224.pdf

